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Summary
Image retrieval is to perform image browsing, searching and retrieving
through a large digital database. There are two branches of image
retrieval systems. The traditional concept-based image retrieval usually
attaches imageswith theirmetadata such as text extracted from relevant
HTML pages or tags assigned by human. Such image retrieval systems
often suﬀer from irrelevant images since the attachedmetadata could be
noisy. Things seem to be better for manually assigned tags, but it is time
consuming and costly to label all images manually. The other branch is
content-based image retrieval which purely relies on the visual content
of images. For both of these two branches, understanding the content
of images in an eﬀective and eﬃcient manner is very necessary and
thus becomes one of the research topics in this dissertation. Another
research problem investigated in this dissertation is image search result
organization. Current image retrieval systems often display search
results in a ﬂat structure which is far from satisfactory compared with
cluster-based image organization.
In terms of image content understanding, we make one step ahead to
automatically associate images with semantic-related keywords, which
is called automatic image annotation. In Chapter 3, we consider image
annotation as a generic problem and propose a discriminativeword em-
bedding learningmodel. We deﬁne a new low-dimensional embedding
space and project both images and keywords into this space through
neighborhood propagation. The proposed embedding model achieves
signiﬁcant improvements on the annotation accuracy. In Chapter 4, we
consider image annotation in a speciﬁc domain. We investigate how
to understand fashion since which has become a very large industrial
sectors around the world. In this work, we model the fashionability
of dress images and study the visual elements that make a dress fash-
ionable. A set of common visual patterns are ﬁrstly discovered from a
dress image collection. After that we introduce a latent model to jointly
identify fashionable visual patterns and fashionable dresses. The ex-
perimental results show that reasonable fashion classiﬁcation accuracy
is obtained. Furthermore, we perform fashionable visual pattern based
image retrieval which is very interesting and promising.
On the topic of image search result organization, we aim to utilize clus-
tering techniques to facilitate image searching and browsing which is
described in Chapter 5. Traditional unsupervised clustering methods
usually cannot produce image clusters with high precision. Therefore
in this work we propose to actively clustering images and largely lever-
age on the power of human computation. A discriminative clustering
framework is presented in whichwe outsource the image labelingwork
to Amazon Mechanical Turk and propagate these label information
using active learning algorithm. The proposed framework is further ex-
tended to the task of object discovery where the goal is to partition a set
of image segments into multiple groups. The eﬀectiveness of this clus-
tering framework is illustrated in the tasks of Google image clustering,
Flickr image clustering and object discovery.
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With the fast development of digital techniques, explosive amounts of digital pic-
tures have been captured during the last several decades. Besides the countless
number of images which are kept in personal albums, an overwhelming number
of images are presented in the Internet every day. For instance, about 2.5 billion
photos per month are uploaded to Facebook which is a popular social network
service. Another example would be Flickr which is famous of the good service
for online photo sharing. In 2011, the number of uploads every month is around
46 million for Flickr. Confronted with this huge amount of images, the needs for
eﬀective image retrieval become more and more urgent.
From a general aspect, an image retrieval system is a computer system which
is designed for image browsing, searching and retrieving through a large digital
image set. In a traditional image retrieval system, images are indexed with their
metadata such as captions, keywords and natural language text. Speciﬁcally, most
existing image search engines use surrounding text extracted from relevant HTML
pages to index the images. Meanwhile, for some online photo sharing applications
like Flickr, the indexing process is also based on tags that people assigned to their
images. Such text-based image retrieval is called concept-based image retrieval.
During searching, users are allowed to input textual queries that describe the
images they are looking for. After that, the image retrieval system will return a
list of images and the ranking of each image reﬂecting the similarity of the image’s
1
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metadata to the textual query.
Concept-based image retrieval usually suﬀers from irrelevant images. For ex-
ample, text extracted from HTML pages contains many noises, while manually
entered tags may not capture every keyword that describe the image. The poor
quality of these text cues could lead to inaccurate search results. Furthermore,
manually annotating images is expensive and non-scalable. This is obviously not
desirable especially for images in a large database, e.g. countless number of images
in the Internet.
Opposed to concept-based retrieval, there is another distinctive research group
employing the content-based image retrieval. Content-based image retrieval anal-
yses the actual contents of the images rather than the metadata used by concept-
based image retrieval. The term ’content’ refers to all the information that can be
derived from the image itself, such as color, texture, shape and so on.
There are multiple query techniques, e.g. querying by example image or image
region, navigating customized categories and querying by visual sketch. The
content comparison between two images is then measured using image distance
metrics. The reliance on measuring semantic similarity based on visual similarity
could be problematic because of the “semantic gap” between low-level content
(visual information) and high-level concepts (semantic meanings).
While it is vital to understand the content of images, associating words with
images becomes natural and important. This leads to an important research prob-
lem: automatic image annotation. The purpose of image annotation is to as-
sign semantic-related words with images in the absence of reliable metadata. As
mentioned above, this process is often done manually in the concept-based im-
age retrieval and is less eﬃcient compared to automatic manner. If the resulting
automated mapping between images and words is trustable, it could be much
meaningful for both concept-based and content-based image retrieval.
Another important research problem arises from image retrieval is image search
result organization. Current image search engines usuallydisplay the search results
in a ﬂat structure (e.g. ranking image list) which is inconvenient for users. The
search queries from users could be ambiguous so that the returned images could
show high visual and semantic diversity. Images with diﬀerent semantic topics are
mixed together, which makes image navigation and comparison even worse. In
contrast, if images are organized into visually and semantically coherent clusters,
2
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then users only need to choose to browse the image clusters they are interested in
and simply ignore the others. Besides improving result visualization, clustering
based image organization techniques could also speed up the retrieval procedure
and make the storage more eﬃcient.
In this dissertation, we aim to supply better image retrieval experiences in the
aspects of image content understanding and image organization. Speciﬁcally, we
focus on three topics: (1) generic image annotation (2) fashion image understand-
ing and (3) image organization through clustering. For better understanding the
semantic content of images, we ﬁrst investigate automatic image annotation as a
general problem in topic (1). In topic (2), we address the content understanding
problem for a speciﬁc task: fashion understanding. The fashionability of dress
images is modeled which is a novel task in the computer vision community. Fi-
nally, we target at clustering based image organization problem in topic (3). These
problems are brieﬂy introduced in the following section.
1.2 Problems to Be Solved
Generic image annotation As described in the above section, image annotation is
to assign keywords to images based on their semantic meanings. Automatic image
annotation is a key for both concept based and content based image retrieval. It
is a typical multi-label classiﬁcation problem, in a way that multiple keywords or
semantic concepts are associated to a single image.
Automatic image annotation is a diﬃcult task due to two reasons. Firstly, the
semantic gap issue makes the reliance on visual similarity for judging semantic
similarity being problematic [70]. Secondly, most training data sets are weakly an-
notated, where the correspondence between concepts and image regions is absent.
Thus it is diﬃcult to directly learn concepts from image regions.
Due to these diﬃculties, a lot of machine learning based algorithms have been
proposed, and some representative works can be found in [58, 21, 95, 17, 35, 31,
76, 61, 102, 55, 34, 103, 73, 92]. Among these works, nearest neighbour based
methods [61, 102, 55, 50, 34, 13, 103, 73] and embedding learning basedmethods [92,
93, 2] are drawing more and more attention because of their good performance in
annotation precision. For nearest neighbor based methods, label information is
3
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Table 1.1: An example of automatic image annotation. Annotations in bold and




















propagated among neighborhood, which usually leads to reasonable annotation
results. However, computing exact neighborhood is time consuming and hence
makes both training and testing procedures much slower than other methods. In
contrast, embedding learning based methods are more eﬃcient especially for the
testing procedure which is mainly because the label propagation between images
is ignored.
Inspired by the success of nearest neighbor and embedding learning based
methods, we aim to investigate better solutions with high annotation precision and
reasonable execution cost. We mainly focus on how to learn label embeddings
while integrating the visual similarity between images eﬃciently and eﬀectively.
One annotation example of the proposed method can be found in Table 1.1, which
shows large improvement over the other two baselines. Chapter 3 provides more
detailed discussions and experimental results of this work.
Fashion image understanding Computer vision techniques have been applied to
many domains and tasks such as medical scan analysis, tree/leaf identiﬁcation,
human face recognition and so on. In this work, we target at another speciﬁc task:
fashion understanding. Fashion is one of the largest industrial sectors around
the world and has the market size of hundreds of billions of dollars each year.
Moreover, fashion analysis may also help reveal interesting human psychological
mechanisms and social meanings. Despite the big opportunities and much im-
portance, there will still be large research gap in this domain. Only a few works
target this domain [77, 52, 96, 51]. Our goal is diﬀerent from these works; we try
4
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Figure 1.1: Examples of discovered common visual patterns for fashion image
understanding. Theﬁrst row shows 5 fashionable dresseswith a shared fashionable
visual pattern (labeled in magenta), and the second row shows non-fashionable
ones.
to study what makes fashion and non-fashion, and speciﬁcally we focus on dress
images. As fashion is a very subjective topic, we want to discover common visual
patterns from our collected dress image set and then learn which of them makes a
dress fashionable or non-fashionable. The discovered fashionable patterns could
also beneﬁt fashion/clothes search at the same time. In Figure 1.1, we show some
discovered visual patterns which seem quite reasonable. Details of this work can
be found in Chapter 4.
Image organization through clustering The ranking list based ﬂat structure is far
from satisfactory for image search results visualization, especially when compared
with clustering based techniques. Hence in this work we aim to improve image or-
ganization through clustering. By clustering images into visually and semantically
coherent groups, image searching and browsing might be better facilitated.
As an active research topic, some methods [49, 88, 78, 38, 89, 28, 7] for image
5
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Figure 1.2: An example of clustering results for Flickr images with tag “apple”
search result clustering have been proposed in literatures. The main shortcomings
of existing work are threefold. First, most methods only focus on partitioning the
returned images into diﬀerent clusters, but do not deeply explore the desire for
high visual coherence of generated clusters. We argue that, high precision is far
more important than high recall in such applications. On the one hand, the large
volume of web images results in plenty of images for one to search. For instance,
given a textual query, Google image search usually returns around 1,000 images
(50 pages). And for Flickr, the number of returned images for one query can reach
several millions or even more. On the other hand, image clusters with poor purity
can aﬀect the navigation experiences, or even lead to puzzlement for users. In such
circumstance, onewould prefer searching through clusters with high precision, but
getting all the returned images including noises. Second, the similarity measures
used in previous works are not powerful enough to capture the discriminative
6
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aspects of the resulting images. Finding good similaritymeasures is a fundamental
problem for image clustering [86]. However, image search result clustering is
usually conducted online, whichmakes it hardly possible to incorporate the metric
learning techniques. Third, human eﬀorts are not well exploited. While it is hard
for computers to interpret visual information, humans can eﬀortlessly understand
the “gist” of a picture. To integrate human eﬀorts in this task could lead to more
promising results. Most existing methods are unsupervised, and only a few make
use of limited human eﬀorts. There is still large research gap in eﬀectively and
eﬃciently utilizing human eﬀorts for image organization problem.
In this work, we try to propose eﬀective solutions to largely leverage on the
power of human computation in the task of image organization. We also focus on
how to integrate distance metric learning within the whole clustering framework.
In Figure 1.2 we show some generated clusters for Flickr images with the tag
“apple”. For each cluster, four representative images are presented which show
quite high precision. More discussions and experiments can be found in Chapter 5.
1.3 Contributions
Wehaveproposed three researchworks to facilitate both concept-basedandcontent-
based image retrieval. Two of them focus on understanding the semanticmeanings
of images within a general area or a speciﬁc task/domain. The third contribution
targets at better image organization through image clustering which could largely
beneﬁt image searching and browsing experiences.
Generic image annotation We propose an automatic image annotation frame-
work with a novel word embedding model. Diﬀerent from previous embedding
learning methods, we learn the new deﬁned embedding space in a discriminative
nearest neighbormanner such that the annotation information could be propagated
among neighbors. In order to accelerate model learning and testing, approximate-
nearest-neighbor search is performed, and word embedding space is learnt in a
stochastic manner. The experimental results show that, the proposed method
achieves signiﬁcant improvement over all the baselines including nearest neighbor




Fashion image understanding We present a fashion image modeling work and
more speciﬁcally we focus on dress images. The intuition is that, a fashionable
dress is expected to contain certain visual patterns which make it fashionable. A
set of common visual pattens that appear in dress images are discovered automat-
ically. We then introduce a latent model to jointly identify fashionable visual pat-
terns and learn a discriminative fashion classiﬁer. The experimental results show
that interesting fashionable patterns can be discovered on a newly collected dress
dataset. Our model can also achieve signiﬁcant improvement on distinguishing
fashionable and unfashionable dresses. Furthermore, we test visual pattern centric
dress retrieval, which is promising and interesting for visual shopping. A part of
this work has been published in ICME’2013 [11].
Image organization through clusteringWepropose to organize images by actively
creating visual clusters via crowdsourcing. We develop a two-phase framework
to eﬃciently and eﬀectively combine computers and a large number of human
workers to build high quality visual clusters. The ﬁrst phase partitions an image
collection into multiple clusters; the second phase reﬁnes each generated cluster
independently. In both phases, informative images are selected by computers and
manually labeled by the crowds to learn improved models. Our method can be
naturally extended to discover object categories in a collection of image segments.
Experimental results on several data sets demonstrate thepromise of ourdeveloped
approach on both image organization and object discovery tasks. This work has
been published in ICTAI’2012 [10].
1.4 Outline
The following describes the road map of the remaining parts for this dissertation.
In Chapter 3, we introduce the generic image annotation framework based on a
discriminative embedding learning model. Chapter 4 covers the fashion image
understanding work which belongs to the scope of domain/task speciﬁc image
understanding. Chapter 5 describes the image organization through active clus-
tering and human-in-the-loop. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation and




In this chapter, we review some recent eﬀorts for the following 3 tasks: image
annotation, fashion image understanding and image search result organization.
2.1 Image Annotation
Image annotation is a typical multi-label classiﬁcation problem, since one image
can be related tomultiplewords. A signiﬁcant amount ofworks have been devoted
to address the task of automatic image annotation. We can roughly categorize these
existing works into the following several classes.
Some works are based on topic models [58, 21, 95] or mixture models [43, 37,
24, 8]. These generative model based works usually maximize the generative data
likelihood, which might not be optimal for image annotation accuracy. In contrast,
our model is learnt by maximizing the likelihood of annotations. The work in [58]
also uses embedding technique, but for a diﬀerent concept : embeddings are learnt
for a speciﬁc mix of topics where each topic is a distribution over image features
and annotated words.
Another line of works are based on discriminative models [17, 35, 31, 76]. Most
of these works learn a separate classiﬁer for each word using various learning
methods and use those classiﬁers to classify a new image. A nice work [76] trains
a discriminative model for each visual synset (a set of images which are visually
similar and semantically related). This work uses a similar embedding spirit which
calculates an embedding vector for each visual synset based on statistic informa-
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tion. Our work is quite diﬀerent from it because we actually learn the embeddings
rather than only doing the statistical counting.
As visual similarity is a useful hint in this task, the neighborhood based meth-
ods [61, 102, 55, 50, 34, 13, 103, 73] have shown great potentials, especially when
the size of the training set grows. In most of these methods, exact neighborhood
is computed for each image [61, 102, 55, 50, 34, 103], which becomes infeasible
in terms of time and space requirements, since it needs a linear scan through
the whole dataset to process one single image. For instance, in [61, 50], the an-
notation information is propagated from the training images to new images via
graph learning. To construct a graph, the visual distances between each pair of
regions [61] or images [50] have to be computed ﬁrst. Both JEC [55] and GS [103]
introduce nearest-neighbor based annotation transfer mechanism, while the later
focuses on feature selection. TagProp [34] combines distance metric learning and
word-speciﬁc logistic discriminant models in an exact nearest neighbor model to
achieve high annotation accuracy. Since exact neighbor search is time consuming,
a few works based on approximate neighborhood search have been proposed for
the annotation task. Chen et al. [13] propose to propagate annotation information
via a carefully constructed 1-graph based on approximate neighborhood. Tang et
al. [73] propose a kNN-sparse graph-based annotation propagation over noisily-
tagged web images. Approximate kNN search [59] is used to speed up their graph
construction.
As it is much easier for human to interpret the content of images, researchers
have been considering to incorporate human beings in this procedure [91, 56,
57, 83, 41, 5, 14, 6, 94]. For example, [56, 57] propose interactive structured
annotation models and achieve signiﬁcant improvement over methods without
user input. [83] focuses on minimizing the overall amount of human eﬀorts but
still maintaining promising results for multi-class recognition task. [41] presents
an active learning approach that predicts the inﬂuence a new label might have and
accelerate annotation learning. These semi-automatic approaches have aroused
the interest in computer vision with human in the loop, which would be further
discussed in Chapter 5.
The last category ofmethodswewant to review in this section is the embedding
learning methods [92, 93, 2] . Such methods usually learn a low-dimensional
embedding space for image features or annotation words by optimizing a pre-
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deﬁned energy function. Among these methods, “WSABIE” [92, 93] achieves
high annotation precision compared with some neighborhood based methods.
In WSABIE, the aim is to learn a joint embedding space for both images and
annotation words. Assume x ∈ Rd represents an image or its visual feature vector,
Y = {1, . . . ,Y} is the annotation dictionary, and i ∈ Y represents an annotation
word in this dictionary. They learn a mapping from the image visual feature space
R
d to the joint space RD:
ΦI(x) : Rd → RD.
and learn a mapping for annotations in a joint manner:
ΦW(i) : {1, . . . ,Y} → RD.
Speciﬁcally, these mappings are deﬁned as linear ones such that ΦI(x) = Vx and
ΦW(i) = Wi, where V indicates a D × d matrix, and Wi indexes the ith column of a
D × Y matrix. Then they deﬁne a model to measure the descriptive power of an
annotation word with a given image:
fi(x) = ΦW(i)ΦI(x) =Wi Vx
where the possible annotation i is ranked based on the magnitude of fi(x) and the
following constraints are included:
‖ Vi ‖2 ≤ C, i = 1, . . . , d,
‖Wi ‖2 ≤ C, i = 1, . . . ,Y.
The authors further deﬁne a ranking error function:
err( f (x), y) = L(ranky( f (x)))
where ranky( f (x)) is the rank of the true label y given by f (x):
ranky( f (x)) =
∑
iy
I( fi(x) ≤ fy(x))
11
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α j, with α1 ≤ α2 ≤ . . . ≤ 0.
The minimizer α j is deﬁned as α j = 1/ j in this work. The above error function is
further simpliﬁed and an online learning algorithm is used tominimize it andhence
learn the parameters Wi and V. The experiments are performed on a single-label
task where only a single word annotates an image. WSABIE achieves high scores
on the precision at k(p@k) and outperforms several neighborhood based methods.
2.2 Fashion Image Understanding
Fashion (Clothing) image understanding becomes an research topic in the latest
several years. Multiple applications have been addressed, such as clothing seg-
mentation, clothing recognition, clothing retrieval and clothing recommendation.
In this section, we review some recent and typicalworks for these four applications.
Clothing Segmentation: the goal is to segment or detect clothing regions from a
given image. Some works try to detect one of more piece of clothing and others
focus on detecting clothing part regions. Diﬀerent techniques have been used such
as pose estimation [39, 96, 9], humanpart alignment [52, 51, 72], and pixel clustering
through graph cut [26] and Bayesian model [87]. It has been proved that, clothing
segmentation can help with individual identiﬁcation [26] and pose estimation [96].
ClothingRecognition: someworks focus on identifying the categories (e.g. blouse,
pants, skirt) of clothing images, or some pre-deﬁned semantic attributes. There are
also some works which try to recognize the occasions for a given clothing image.
E.g. to identify whether one piece of clothing is better for school, dating, sports
or travel. In [39], clothing segments are classiﬁed into diﬀerent categories. Each
clothing segment is represented with a binary vector and then added to a multi-
probe LSH index [29]. Given a query clothing segment without category label, the
LSH index returns a set of n nearest neighbors of the query from their training set, in
terms of Hamming distance. Then the probability that the query segment belongs
to a category is deﬁned based on the accumulated similarity between the binary
vector of the query segment and the binary vectors of its neighbors. Yamaguchi et.
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al [96] also try to label clothing segments with diﬀerent garment types. A second
order conditional random ﬁeld (CRF) is utilized to model the labeling probability.
In [9], the goal is to automatically learn clothing attributes froma set of trainingdata.
In order to describe clothing, the authors generate a list of common attributes such
as “collar presence” (binary-class) and “clothing category” (multi-class)’. Then a
multi-kernel SVM classiﬁer is trained by combining diﬀerent visual features.
Clothing Retrieval: the goal is to retrieve similar clothing images give a query
clothing image. Multiple resources exist in these clothing pictures, such as daily
human photos (DP) captured in general environment, e.g. on street, and online
shopping photos (OS) captured more professionally and with clean background.
Therefore, there are within-scenario retrieval and cross-scenario retrieval. Within-
scenario means both query image and retried images belong to the same resource
and cross-scenariomeans thequery image and images in the retrieval pool belong to
diﬀerent resources. In [52], a practical problemof cross-scenario clothing retrieval is
addressed via parts alignment and auxiliary set. Given a daily photo, the authors
want to ﬁnd similar products among online shopping photos. They proceed to
derive the cross-scenario similarities within the following two steps: 1) use an
intermediate annotated auxiliary set to derive a sparse reconstruction of one query
daily photo; and 2) learn a similarity transfer matrix from the auxiliary set to the
online shopping set oﬄine.
Clothing Recommendation: the task is to recommend clothing based on a user-
input occasion or other manually deﬁned attributes. An automatic occasion-
oriented clothing recommendation system is developed in [51]. Given a user-input
occasion such as school, the system is able to suggest clothing images which are
suitable for this occasion. In their approach, they adopt a list of middle-level cloth-
ing attributes such as clothing category, color and pattern. Those attributes are
treated as latent variables in a latent Support Vector Machine based recommen-
dation model, to provide occasion-oriented clothing recommendation. Another
interesting clothing recommendation application is introduced in [9]. They per-
form personal dressing style analysis by mining the rules of style from personal
albums and make shopping recommendations for this person subsequently. These
clothing style rules are modeled by a conditional random ﬁeld (CRF) on top of
the classiﬁcation predictions from a set of attribute classiﬁers which are learnt
individually.
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2.3 Image Search Result Organization
A number of methods have been proposed to cluster image search results which
can be roughly categorized into two classes based on the fact that whether human
eﬀort is involved or not.
Themajority of the previous works are unsupervised [54, 49, 88, 7, 89, 28, 38, 18,
78, 86]. In [54, 49, 88], unsupervised clustering is performed on top result images
based on global or region based visual features. Besides visual information, textual
and link information has also been used in some previous methods. An iterative
reinforcement clustering algorithm is proposed in [89] to utilize both visual and
textual features. Similarly, in [28], a bipartite graph co-partitioning algorithm is
introduced by integrating visual features and surrounding texts. A hierarchical
clustering approach [7] is presented to group image search results. Spectral clus-
tering techniques are adopted based on visual, textual and link analysis. A textual
analysis-based approach [38] is proposed to ﬁnd query-related semantic clusters.
It ﬁrst identiﬁes several key phrases related to a given query, and assigns all the
resulted images to the corresponding phrases. However, the proposed IGroup
schema relies on only the surrounding texts, which may lead visually inconsistent
results. Ding et al. [18] further improve IGroup by clustering the key phrases into
semantic clusters, and grouping the resulting images corresponding to each key
phrase into some visually coherent clusters. A fewmethods have focused on visual
similarity evaluation. In [78], a dynamic feature weighting approach is adopted
to fuse multiple visual features. One disadvantage of this approach is that, the
dynamic feature weighting is homogeneous for each data point, which has little
ability to discriminate clusters with diﬀerent local scales.
There are a fewworks [30, 99, 98] that incorporate the supervision from human.
In the work [30], a whole image set is divided into many subsets and each of them
is displayed to one human worker for clustering. Diﬀerent workers may have
diﬀerent clustering criteria, hence a Bayesian model is further developed to infer
the clusters/categories from these partial clustering results. Such technique requires
a large number of annotations and lead to a high computational andmonetary cost.
Hence Yi et al. [99] proposes to construct a partially observed similarity matrix
and exploit the matrix completion technique to complete the matrix. The partial
similarity matrix is build on a subset of pairwise annotation labels that are agreed
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upon by most annotations. Finally the data partition is obtained by applying a
spectral clustering algorithm to the completed similarity matrix. One limitation
of the above two methods is that, they purely reply on human to generate the
partial partitions or partial similarity matrix and the visual information is totally
ignored. Therefore, Yi et al. [98] further propose another approach to learn a
pairwise similarity metric from a completed similarity matrix which is recovered
using matrix completion techniques.
In our framework we learn a similarity/distance metric directly from the partial
annotations. Furthermore, we actively select images for labeling in each iteration




In this chapter, we present a novel embedding learning model for automatic image
annotation task. The key idea is to learn word embedding in a discriminative
nearest-neighbor manner with the hope that the label information propagation
among neighbors could improve the annotation accuracy. To overcome the eﬃ-
ciency issue rising fromneighborhood computation, we further incorporate several
strategies to accelerate this procedure. We start the introduction of this chapterwith
some background knowledge and current eﬀorts which inspire our work.
3.1 Introduction
Many search engines are designed to facilitate retrieving images from semantic-
relatedwords. In these engines, words are prior assigned and attachedwith certain
images. This process is known as image annotation and normally done manually.
As the amount of images grows dramatically, manual image annotation becomes
non-scalable and expensive. Hence, automatic image annotation is important and
necessary.
While lots of eﬀorts have been made for this task, embedding learning based
models [92, 93, 2] are drawing more attention recently. Methods falling in this
category usually learn a low-dimensional embedding space for image features
or annotation words by optimizing a pre-deﬁned energy function. In [92, 93], a
model so-called WSABIE is proposed to learn a low-dimensional joint embedding
space for both images and words. The authors use rank learning to estimate
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the model parameters by optimizing the precision at the top k of the list (p@k).
WSABIE achieves high scores on p@k and outperforms several neighborhood based
baselines. WSABIE is tested on single-label taskwhere only a singleword annotates
an image. However in the task of image annotation, an image could be related to
multiple words which is called multi-label task. It is not known that how WSABIE
would perform in the multi-label annotation case. Furthermore, WSABIE totally
ignores the visual similarity between images which could be a very useful cue for
this task. Another recent work [2] is proposed to learn a minimum rank context
embedding, which actually transforms the original feature space to a new space for
each image. Such a context embedding learning based method obtains signiﬁcant
improvement in labeling accuracywhen applied to the food inspection application.
Similar to WSABIE, this model is only tested on the single-label annotation task.
Inspired by the success of these embedding learning based works, we propose
an image annotation framework by learning a low-dimensional word embedding
space in a discriminative nearest neighbor manner. A novel embedding learning
model is presented, in which we learn the embedding for each word, and represent
images in the same embedding space. This is diﬀerent fromWSABIEwhich actually
aims to learn the embeddings for both words and images in a joint manner. Vi-
sual similarity between images is utilized to propagate the annotation information
among neighbors. Given a new image, we transform it to this embedding space by
propagating the embeddings from its weighted neighbors. Then the probability of
assigning one word to this new image can be estimated as their similarity in this
embedding space. Due to the eﬃciency issue of exact neighborhood generation, we
adopt the approximate-nearest-neighbor algorithm [29] based on locality-sensitive
hashing (LSH). Word embedding space is learnt in a stochastic manner, which fur-
ther speeds up the training procedure. To evaluate the proposed method, we have
conducted a set of multi-label annotation experiments on three public data sets.
Our method is compared with several baselines including a line of neighborhood
based methods and WSABIE. The experimental results show that, the proposed
method achieves signiﬁcant improvement over all the baselines.
We shall start the rest of this chapter by brieﬂy reviewing the previous works
of image annotation. Then we will present the word embedding learning model
and the image annotation procedure. Finally, a variety of experiments are shown,
followed by the conclusion.
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3.2 Approach
In this section, we describe our word embedding learning model together with the
procedure of image annotation in detail. The proposed approximate neighborhood
based word embedding learning model is named as ANWELL. Basically, each an-
notation word is represented by a low dimensional embedding vector. In order to
integrate the visual similarity information between images, we learn the embed-
ding vectors in a discriminative nearest-neighbor manner. Then the annotation of
a given image is performed based on the learnt word embedding vectors and the
knowledge of image similarity.
3.2.1 Word Embedding Model
LetX = {x1, x2, ..., xN} be a set of training images, andW = {w1,w2, ...,wM} represent
a word lexicon. For a training image x, the set of annotated words is notated as
yx ∈ 2W. For each word w ∈ W, we aim to learn a linear mapping Φ(w) :W→ RD
such that Φ(w) = Vw where Vw is a D-dimensional vector. This linear mapping
Φ is also called word embedding and Vw is called word vector in the rest of this
chapter. We use V to denote a parameter matrix with M rows, each of which is a
D-dimensional word vectorVw. The value ofD is usually pre-deﬁned as in [92, 93].
Based on the word embedding, we ﬁrst deﬁne two types of embedding on the
image level:
• For a training image xwith the annotation yx, the semantic vector of this image





The semantic vector represents the true semantic meaning of an image, which
is consistent because it only depends on the annotation of image x. Thus, if
two images share the same annotation, the semantic vectors will be also the
same, in spite of diﬀerent visual appearances of these two images.
• For an image x, the propagation vector PVx captures the estimated semantic
meaning of this image by propagating the semantic vectors over its neighbors
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α(x, xi) · SVxi (3.2)
where Nx ⊂ X denotes the local neighborhood of image x. Details of neigh-
borhood selection will be explained in Section 3.2.2. In addition, α(x, xi)






where dis(x, xi) is the visual distance between x and xi. The visual distance
between two images is calculated using the 1-norm distance metric. By
considering the visual similarity information between images, the semantic
meanings are propagated from the neighbors to the target image, which
makes the estimation more reliable.
Given an image x and a word w, the probability p(w|x) of assigning w to x is
estimated as the normalized similarity between the word vector Vw of w and the






where the inner product < Vw,PVx > is used to measure the similarity between the
word vector Vw and the propagation vector PVx.
3.2.2 Neighborhood Selection
In neighborhood basedmethods, the strategy of neighborhood selection is vital. As
described in [13], there are two types of strategies to compute the neighborhood of a
given target data. One is k-nearest-neighborbasedneighborhood,which returns the
exact k nearest data to the target based on the distances between high dimensional
features. The other one is -ball neighborhood, inwhich  is a pre-speciﬁed distance
measure, and data who has smaller distance than  will be considered as the
neighbor of the target. Both of these two strategies are time consuming especially
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for large scale dataset because they need a linear scan through the whole dataset
to process one single data.
To alleviate this problem, various approximate-nearest-neighbor (ANN) algo-
rithms have been proposed. A bunch ofANNalgorithms [29, 1, 60] are based on the
concept of locality-sensitive hashing (LSH). The basic idea is to hash data using a
set of hash functions, which guarantees that, for each hash function, the probability
of collision of two data is proportional to their similarity in feature space.
We adopt one typical LSH approach proposed in [29]. Assume the visual
features of images are in P dimensions. For an image x, the feature vector can be
represented as x = [ f 1, f 2, ..., f P]. Suppose T hash functions are used to create one
hash table. For t = 1, 2, ...,T, a single dimension is chosen uniformly at random.
Then for each chosen dimension, we sample a single range threshold uniformly
over the range of features in that dimension. Let {d1, d2, ..., dT} represent the chosen
dimensions and {1, 2, ..., T} denote the sampled range thresholds. The t-th hash
function is constructed as ht(x) = I( f dt > t), where I() is an indicator function
and the value of which is 1 if the input condition is true or 0 otherwise. Using
the T hash functions, image x can be encoded as a T-dimensional hash vector
[h1(x), h2(x), ..., hT(x)]. Images having the same hash vector are placed in the same
bucket of this hash table. When retrieving neighbors for the target image, images
falling in the same bucket with the target are returned as the neighbors. In practice,
we create multiple hash tables, and the neighborhoods are combined to form the
ﬁnal neighborhood. The number of hash tables can be tuned based on the search
speed and the quality of search results. We create 5 to 10 hash tables in our
experiments.
3.2.3 Model Learning












It attempts to learn the parameter V by maximizing the probability of correct
annotations andminimizing the probability of wrong annotations. We perform the
parameter learning in a leave-one-out manner, which means α(x, x) is set to be 0 to
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exclude each training image as a similar image of itself.
Following [93], we use the stochastic gradient descend method (SGD) [4] to
learn the model. We initialize the word embedding matrix V at randomwith mean
0 and standard deviation 1√
d
, where d is the number of dimensions of the extracted
visual feature vector for image x. In each iteration of stochastic gradient descend,







log(1 − p(w|x)) (3.6)



























where δa,b = 1 if a = b and δa,b = 0 if a  b. We then take a step to update Vz:
Vt+1z = V
t
z + ηt · ∂Fx∂Vz (3.8)
where ηt is the learning rate at the t-th step. We use an adaptive learning rate and
set ηt = 0.1/(100 + t) in all experiments. The whole procedure of model learning is
summarized in Algorithm 1.
3.2.4 Image Annotation
With the learnt word embedding matrix V, we perform the annotation process for
a new image x using the following three steps:
1. Compute the neighborhood of image x from the training image set X;
2. For each word w ∈ W, estimate the probability p(w|x) of assigning word w to
image x;
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Algorithm 1 Model Learning Algorithm
Require:
The training image set X = {x1, x2, ..., xN};
The ground truth annotationsY = {yx1 , yx2 , ..., yxN};
Ensure:
The word embedding matrix matrix V;
1: for z = 1 to M do
2: Initialize the z-th word vector V0z
3: end for
4: repeat
5: Randomly pick a training image x together with its annotation yx
6: for z = 1 to M do
7: Compute the gradient ∂Fx∂Vz using Eq. 3.7
8: end for
9: for z = 1 to M do
10: Update the word vector Vz using Eq. 3.8
11: end for
12: until the log-likehood value F dose not increase
13: return the word embedding matrix V
3. Assign to image x with words having the highest assignment probability
p(w|x).
3.3 Data Sets and Experimental Settings
In this section,weﬁrst present thedata setswhich areused for themodel evaluation.
Details of feature extraction are also described. In addition, we explain a set of
baseline methods which are implemented for comparisons. Finally, we discuss
two classes of evaluation metrics.
3.3.1 Data Sets
In order to evaluate the proposed word embedding learning model (ANWELL),
we perform the experiments on three diﬀerent public data sets. In Table 3.1 we
summarize some statistics for these data sets.
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Table 3.1: Statistics of Experimental Data Sets
Data set Corel 5K IAPR TC12 NUS-WIDE-LITE
Lexicon size 199 291 81
# Images 4,990 19,627 52,626
# Training imgs 4,491 17,665 26,333
# Testing imgs 499 1,962 26,293
# Words per img 3.3 / 5 (AVE /MAX) 5.7 / 23 4.5 / 13
# Imgs per word 83.2 / 1,120 (AVE /MAX) 385.7 / 5,534 2891.5 / 38,098
• Corel 5K [21] which consists of 4,990 images from 50 Corel Stock Photo CD’s,
divided into a training set of 4,491 images and a test set of 499 images. It is
annotated from a dictionary of 199 words, with each image annotated with
1-5 words.
• IAPRTC12 [33]. This data set contains 19,627 imageswhich are accompanied
with text descriptions in multiple languages. In [55], keywords in the text
descriptions are extracted, which results in a lexicon containing 291 words
and an average of 5.70 words per image. The training set contains 17, 665
images, and the rest of 1, 962 images are used for testing.
• NUS-WIDE-LITE [16]. This data set is a light version of NUS-WIDE data set.
It contains 52,626 images from Flickr which are annotated using 81 diﬀerent
words. The data set is randomly split into two sets, in which 26,333 images
are used for training and the rest of 26,293 images are used for testing.
3.3.2 Features
For the Corel 5K and IAPR TC12 data set, we extract three types of visual features.
They are color words, bag of SIFT words, and bag of texton words. For color
features, we encode the RGB value of each pixel with an integer between 0 and
511. Thenwe represent each image as a 512 dimensional color histogram. SIFT [53]
is extracted densely and quantized into 1000 visual words. To extract texture in-
formation, we convolve each image with the Leung-Mailk ﬁlter bank [46]. The
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generated ﬁlter responses are quantized into 1000 textons. Images are then repre-
sented as a “bag-of-words” histogram for SIFT and texton features, respectively.
Each type of visual features is 1-normalized. By concatenating these three types
of features, the ﬁnal feature vector with 2512 dimensions is formed for each image.
For the NUS-WIDE-LITE data set, we use six types of low-level features which
are published with the data set. The six types of features include 64 dimensional
color histogram, 144 dimensional color correlogram, 73 dimensional edge direction
histogram, 128 dimensional wavelet texture, 225 dimensional block-wise color
moments and 500 dimensional bag of words based on SIFT descriptions.
3.3.3 Evaluation Baselines and Criteria
In our experiments, we compare our approximate neighborhood based word em-
bedding learning model (ANWELL) with two types of baselines: neighborhood
basedmethods and word embedding basedmethods. For the neighborhood based
baselines, we implement four diﬀerent methods according to 1) whether exact
neighborhood or approximate neighborhood is computed; 2) when transferring
annotations to a new image, whether the neighbors contribute equally or they
are actually weighted according to the distances from this new image. Table 3.2
summarizes these four baselines. LSH is applied to generate approximate neigh-
borhood. For the embedding based methods, we implement the WSABIE model
proposed in [93, 92] as another baseline.
The same features are used in all the baselines and our model. The distance
between two images is calculated using the 1-norm distance metric.
We use ﬁve diﬀerent metrics to evaluate the performance of all models in our
experiments. On one hand, we consider the annotation task as retrieving relevant
images for each word. As in [55, 34, 103], each image is annotated with the 5 most
relevant words. We calculate the annotation precision, recall and F-measure scores
for each word. After that, mean precision (P%), recall (R%) and F-measure (F%)
rates are computed respectively by averaging the relative scores over the whole
word lexicon. On the other hand, we treat the task as recommending a ranked
word list for each image. Following [93, 76], we report precision at the top k of the
word list (p@k) and mean average precision (MAP).
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Table 3.2: Neighborhood based baselines
Model Exact NN Approximate NN Equal NN Weighted NN
kNN yes no yes no
ANN no yes yes no
WkNN yes no no yes
WANN no yes no yes
Table 3.3: Summary of testing results on the Corel 5K data set
Model P% R% F% p@1 p@10 MAP
kNN 0.20 0.21 0.19 0.52 0.19 0.43
ANN 0.19 0.20 0.17 0.47 0.18 0.40
WkNN 0.20 0.26 0.21 0.52 0.19 0.44
WANN 0.17 0.22 0.18 0.48 0.18 0.40
WSABIE 0.15 0.18 0.14 0.51 0.20 0.43
ANWELL 0.21 0.26 0.22 0.53 0.20 0.46
3.4 Experimental Results
In this section, we give the experimental results for the proposed ANWELL model
and all baselines on the three data sets. The comparisons are presented and dis-
cussed.
3.4.1 Results on the Corel 5K Data Set
We ﬁrst compare the proposed ANWELL model with the baseline methods on the
Corel 5K data set. For neighborhood based baselines, e.g. kNN, we perform a
set of testing with various values of k and report the best scores. For ANWELL
and WSABIE which demand the embedding dimensions to be deﬁned, we also
test them using diﬀerent dimensions. The experimental results are represented
in Table 3.3. ANWELL obtains better performance than all the baseline methods.
WkNN also achieves good performance which demonstrates the eﬀectiveness of
visual similarity in this task. WSABIE performs not so well, and a possible ex-
planation is that the multi-label annotations have not been well considered. We
also compare the running time needed by ANWELL, kNN and WSABIE to predict
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Table 3.4: Summary of testing results on the IAPR TC12 Data Set
Model P% R% F% p@1 p@10 MAP
kNN 0.24 0.16 0.17 0.46 0.22 0.32
ANN 0.21 0.13 0.14 0.40 0.20 0.29
WkNN 0.25 0.17 0.18 0.45 0.23 0.33
WANN 0.21 0.14 0.15 0.39 0.21 0.30
WSABIE 0.18 0.12 0.12 0.47 0.24 0.35
ANWELL 0.32 0.16 0.19 0.47 0.26 0.37
annotation for a single new image. The testing time on the whole test set is 243
seconds for ANWELL, 2276 seconds for kNN and 54 seconds for WSABIE. The
proposed ANWELL model is 9.4 times faster than kNN.
3.4.2 Results on the IAPR TC12 Data Set
The results of all the baselines and the proposed ANWELL model are summarized
in Table 3.4. ANWELL achieves the highest scores under all the evaluation metrics
except the mean recall (R%). More speciﬁcally, ANWELL gains 33% and 52% im-
provement comparedwith the second and third best models on themean precision
(P%). WkNN gets the highest score on the mean recall. WSABIE performs not well
on mean precision, recall and F-measure, which is even worse than most of the
neighborhood baselines. For the precision at k, WSABIE gains the same score with
ANWELL on p@1, but is worse than ANWELL on p@10 and MAP.
In Figure 3.1, we compareWSABIE andANWELL in terms of diﬀerent values of
embedding dimensions. It is shown that ANWELL performs better than WSABIE
consistently when the number of embedding dimensions changes from 50 to 300.
In Table 3.6 we show several examples of annotation results generated by kNN,
WkNN, WSABIE and ANWELL. We don’t show the results of ANN or WANN
because their performance (e.g. p@k) is worse than the others.
3.4.3 Results on the NUS-WIDE-LITE Data Set
We present the experimental results on the NUS-WIDE-LITE data set in Table 3.5.
For both WASABIE and ANWELL, we report the scores when the number of
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Table 3.5: Summary of testing results on the NUS-WIDE-LITE data set
Model P% R% F% p@1 p@10 MAP
kNN 0.25 0.22 0.21 0.73 0.33 0.60
ANN 0.23 0.19 0.19 0.71 0.32 0.59
WkNN 0.24 0.22 0.22 0.73 0.33 0.61
WANN 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.71 0.32 0.59
WSABIE 0.18 0.20 0.17 0.76 0.34 0.65
ANWELL 0.30 0.20 0.21 0.77 0.35 0.67
embedding dimensions D = 100. WkNN achieves the highest mean recall (R%)
and mean F-measure (F%) while ANWELL obtaining the highest scores on P%,
p@1, p@10 and MAP. As discussed in [76], precision is often more important than
recall in the task of image annotation. Furthermore, the users are more likely to
want correct annotations to appear on the top of the returned list. From this point,
ANWELL has obvious superiority than WkNN.
3.4.4 Visualization of Word Vectors
In order to get a sense of what is learned by ANWELL, in Figure 3.2 we plot the
learned2-dimensionalwordvectors on theCorel 5Kdata set for visualization. From
this simple visualization,weﬁnd thatwordswhich share some certain relationships
are more likely to be clustered closely. Three diﬀerent word relationships are
enumerated.
• “Word co-occurrence”. For instance, “ocean”, “coral”, “reefs”, etc. co-occur
frequently, and they are clustered closely at the top of the plot.
• “Semantic relationship”. For example, “foals”, “mare” and “horses” all be-
long to equid.
• “Visual similarity”. More than ten words, such as “arch”, “tower” and
“palace”, are clustered together and they share similar contours.
Note that this visualization only presents the learnt word vectors when D = 2,
the annotation performance of which is not the best of course.
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3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we learn a low-dimensional word embedding space in a discrim-
inative nearest neighbor manner for the task of automatic image annotation. A
novel word embedding model is proposed, in which both images and words can
be modeled in the same embedding space. To deal with the eﬃciency issue in the
exact neighborhood generation, we apply locality-sensitive hashing to speed up
neighborhood selection. A line of neighborhood based methods and one embed-
ding learning method are implemented as the baselines. Extensive experiments
have shown that ANWELL has obvious superiority in the task of image annotation.
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Table 3.6: Examples of annotated results on the IAPR TC12 Data Set. Annotations
in bold and red color are the true words.
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Figure 3.1: Compare embedding learning methods with various numbers of em-
bedding dimensions on the IAPR TC12 data set
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Figure 3.2: Visualization of 2-dimensional word vectors on the Corel 5K data set.





In this chapter, we introduce an image content understanding work for a speciﬁc
task/domain: fashion image understanding. Our goal is to study what elements
make fashion and speciﬁcally we focus on dress images. The intuition is that, a
fashionable dress is expected to contain certain visual patterns which make it fash-
ionable. In this chapter we describe how we discover the common visual patterns
and how we identify which of them are likely to make a dress image fashionable
in a joint way with a discriminative fashion classiﬁer learning. The experimental
results show that the proposed method can achieve signiﬁcant improvement on
the classiﬁcation accuracy and yield reasonable fashion patterns as well.
4.1 Introduction
Recently, computer vision techniques have been developed to tackle many impor-
tant problems such as image organization [71], controller free gaming [68], and
surveillance [36]. But not much work has been done to study fashion, which is
one of the largest industrial sectors around the world and has the market size of
hundreds of billions of dollars each year. Besides, studying fashionmay help reveal
interesting human psychological mechanisms and social meanings.
In this chapter, we consider modelling fashion using computer vision tech-
niques. And speciﬁcally, we target dress fashion. The goal of “fashionmodelling” is
two-fold. First, we aim to discover visual patterns whichmake a dress fashionable.
Second, we aim to train a discriminative classiﬁer to identify fashionable dresses
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Figure 4.1: We aim to discover common visual patterns which make dresses fash-
ionable. The ﬁrst row shows 5 fashionable dresses with a shared fashionable visual
pattern (labeled in magenta), and the second row shows non-fashionable ones.
from unfashionable ones. These two tasks can help each other: identifying fash-
ionable visual patterns can help train an improved discriminative classiﬁer; and an
improved discriminative classiﬁer can help better identify fashionable visual pat-
terns. Hencewe learn visual patterns and discriminative classiﬁers simultaneously
in a coherent framework.
The discovered visual patterns and learnt discriminative classiﬁers can be ap-
plied in the following twoscenarios. Theﬁrst one is tohelpdesigners on fashionable
dress design. Currently, designers usually get inspirations from examples. How-
ever, it is not easy to summarize fashionable visual patterns from a big collection of
dress images. Given discovered visual patterns, it will bemuch easier for designers
to know the current trend and invent their own designs. The second application is
fashion search. Sophisticated fashion classiﬁer can help ﬁnd fashionable products
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on the Internet. More interestingly, we also show the potential to retrieve dresses
according to the discovered fashionable visual patterns.
We develop a discriminative model to train fashion classiﬁers and discover
fashionable visual patterns simultaneously, based on the assumption that these
two tasks are complementary to each other. The proposed approach contains two
stages. In the ﬁrst stage, a set of basic common visual patterns are discovered in
dress images. Eachdress is partitioned intoﬁveparts, and for eachpart, weproduce
a set of clusters corresponding to diﬀerent visual patterns in a discriminative and
unsupervised manner. In the second stage, a latent classiﬁer is learnt based on
both fashionable and unfashionable dress images. The occurrence of each visual
pattern is treated as a latent variable. Our model jointly infers image class labels
and identiﬁes visual patterns which make dresses fashionable.
We conduct experiments on a dataset with around 3,600 realistic dress images
with background regions ﬁltered. The experimental results show that the proposed
approach can reasonably ﬁnd fashionable visual patterns and achieve promising
accuracy on fashion classiﬁcation task. We also perform experiments on visual
pattern centric image retrieval, which shows large potentials in online shopping
applications.
4.2 Related Work
In terms of fashion modeling, some existing works have been reviewed in Chap-
ter 2. The diﬀerences between our work and those works can be clariﬁed in the
following several aspects: 1) we utilize the concept of common visual pattern
which is diﬀerent from the manually labeled clothing attributes; 2) we propose a
novel image recognition problem: fashionable or non-fashionable; 3) we introduce
a novel image retrieval problem: to retrieve similar and fashionable clothing.
Visual pattern discovery is a popularly studied topic in computer vision [45,
64, 40, 101, 69, 19, 62]. Most work concentrates on discovering common object
categories in a unsupervised way [45, 64, 40, 101, 69]. In the ﬁrst phase of our
work, we try to discover visual patterns for each dress part automatically and the
method [69] is adopted.
We develop a latent structural SVM as the classiﬁer. The occurrence of visual
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Table 4.1: Statistics of our experimental dataset
# Fashionable # Non-fashionable # All
# Train 917 1,515 2,432
# Test 459 758 1,217
# All 1,376 2,273 3,649
patterns is treated as latent variables. This is intuitive: a dress is classiﬁed as
“fashionable” because it has certain fashionable visual patterns. Latent structural
SVMs are popularly used in computer vision [104, 23, 90] and natural language
process [100] due to its superior performance. We develop a variant of structural
SVM model to model fashion in this work.
4.3 Dataset
Judging the fashion of a dress is a subjective task. As a start, we focus on the
top brands that are more likely to lead the trend of fashion. Eight of the most
famous fashion brands are ﬁrstly identiﬁed and they are Chanel, Dior, Donna
Karan, Giorgio Armani, Gucci, Prada, Valentino and Versace. Then we search
the newest dresses of these brands using Google image search. For instance, we
query “Prada dresses 2011” using Google image search, and the ﬁrst 20 pages of
returned images are crawled as our positive data. The negative data are collected
from Google image search and Amazon dress shop. First, we crawl Google images
using some subjective queries, such as “out of style dresses”. Second, we search
the cheapest dresses in Amazon online store, e.g. dresses which are cheaper than
20 USD are crawled.
After collecting both fashionable and non-fashionable dress images, we further
annotate themmanually for the ﬁnal class labels. At last, we get clean dress images
without background by manually segmenting them since the focus of this work is
to understand fashionable patterns. In the real application, a dress/person detector
could be run to localize them. The ﬁnal dataset contains 3,649 dress imageswithout
background. Table 4.1 summarizes some statistics for our dataset.
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Figure 4.2: The illustration of the part partition and examples of discovered visual
patterns. In the left ﬁgure, we roughly partition the whole image into 5 parts. A
center point is located for each part, and the search space of each part is labeled
using the red lines. We show two discovered visual patterns (by Model 1) for each
part in the right ﬁgure. Regions labeled in magenta represent fashionable visual
patterns, while regions labeled in blue show non-fashionable visual patterns.
4.4 Approach
Our approach consists of two phases: visual pattern discovery and latent model
learning phase. In the ﬁrst phase, basic common visual patterns that appear in
dress images are discovered in an unsupervised and iterative way. In the second
phase, a discriminative latent model is learnt to diﬀerentiate fashionable and non-
fashionable dresses and meanwhile identify visual patterns which make a dress
fashionable.
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4.4.1 Basic Visual Pattern Discovery
Dresses varygreatly in appearance. However, there are stillmany commonpatterns
such as “V-neck”, especially when only considering a dress part such as “neck”.
Most visual patterns of dresses are not easy to be named, so we cannot directly use
the semantic attributes as in [22]. Instead, we treat it as a clustering problem: image
regions in the same cluster have the same visual pattern, which are characterized
by shape, color, and texture. Only local visual patterns instead of global ones are
considered, as global visual patterns have much larger variation.
As shown in Figure 4.2, a dress is roughly partitioned into 5 parts, and a central
point is ﬁxed for each part. To get the image regions, a set ofwindowswith diﬀerent
scales are generated. For each dress image, we obtain a list of image regions (or
segments) by sliding diﬀerent windows through the whole image. After that,
each generated image region is assigned to the nearest part based on the distance
between the center of this image region and the center of each dress part. Then for
each part, we can get an image region collection from diﬀerent dress images and
the aim is to discover common patterns on this collection. As a standard solution
such as k-means dose not produce very good clusters [69], we adopt an iterative
method [69] to discriminatingly produce image region clusters for each dress part.
Note that in this phase, no class label information is used and all dress images
contain no background regions.
For each part, we have a image region collection, and the aim is to partition
them intomultiple clusters. At the beginning, initial clusters are created viaAﬃnity
Propagation [25], which can automatically determine the number of clusters. After
that, each cluster is reﬁned by learning a discriminative SVM classiﬁer iteratively.
Speciﬁcally, reﬁnement for each cluster is performed in the following steps:
1. Learn a binary SVM classiﬁer to diﬀerentiate target data and outliers for each
cluster. The top-k data points in this cluster are used as the positive training
data points, and the image regions in all the other clusters are used as the
negative training data points.
2. For each cluster, classify the whole data collection using the new learnt SVM
classiﬁer. The corresponding SVM probability score is used as the response
value of each data point to this cluster.
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3. Generate new cluster members by assigning each data point to these clusters.
For each cluster, we assign data points with similarity no less than p to this
cluster. It is possible that one single data point is assigned tomultiple clusters.
4. Delete those clusters which contain very few members: less than t members.
This reﬁnement process is iterative until the top-k cluster members do not change
for all clusters. In our experiments, we set k = 15, p = 0.2 and t = 10.
Since SVM tends to overﬁt the initial positive training data points [69], we
divide the whole image region collection for each dress part into 2 equal-sized
subsets and apply cross-validation on these 2 subsets. At each clustering iteration,
we learn the SVM classiﬁers on one subset (e.g. subset A), and apply the new learnt
classiﬁer to do classiﬁcation and membership generation on the other subset (e.g.
subset B). Then in the next iteration, we will learn the SVM classiﬁer on subset B,
and then perform the classiﬁcation with membership generation on subset A. This
cross-validation procedure will be terminated when the top-k cluster members do
not change for all clusters on both subsets.
4.4.2 Visual Pattern based Image Representation
Recall that we partition a dress into 5 parts, and for each part, a set of basic visual
patterns are discovered in Section 4.4.1. Based on these discovered visual patterns,
we can represent a dress image as an response vector, and each element in this
vector is an response value for one visual pattern. For each dress image, there is a
set of image regions with diﬀerent sizes and positions for each part. Through this
image region set, we search for the best image region with the highest response
value, for each discovered visual pattern. This response value thus becomes one
element in the response vector for this image.
In our experiments, 300 common visual patterns are discovered for all the
5 parts (72, 66, 65, 48 and 49, respectively). Some examples of the discovered
common visual patterns are illustrated in Figure 4.2.
4.4.3 Discriminative Latent Models
After the ﬁrst phase, we have discovered a number of common visual patterns.
Now we aim to discriminatively identify visual patterns which make a dress fash-
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ionable, and simultaneously learn a classiﬁer to diﬀerentiate fashionable and non-
fashionable dresses in a coherent framework. The intuition is that a fashionable
dress is likely to have some visual patterns which make it fashionable.
Since there is no ground truth visual pattern labels for either training images
or test images, the occurrence of a speciﬁc visual pattern on a dress image is not
deterministic and thus treated as a latent variable. We deﬁne the visual pattern
latent variable h as a K-dimensional vector h = (h1, h2, ..., hK), where hk indicates the
presence of the k-th visual pattern. hk is binary: 1/0 means the presence/absence
of the k-th visual pattern. A training example is represented as (x, y): x is the dress
image itself, and y is the class label (+1 for fashionable, and -1 for unfashionable).
Model 1: A Basic Latent Structural SVM Model
Given model parameters ω, the overall score of a hypothesis h can be expressed in
terms of dot product between the model parameters and the joint feature vector
Φ(x, y, h):
fω(x, y, h) = ω ·Φ(x, y, h) (4.1)
Eq. 4.1 measures the compatibility among the input x, output y, when the latent
variable h is speciﬁed. We further deﬁne ω ·Φ(x, y, h) as:
ω ·Φ(x, y, h) =
∑
k
ωk ψ(x, hk, y) +
∑
( j,k)∈E
ω j,k ϕ(hj, hk, y) (4.2)
The model parameters ω is a concatenation of all the ωk and ω j,k. The details of this
potential function are introduced below.
(1) The ﬁrst term characterizes the compatibility among the image x, the occur-
rence of the k-th visual pattern, and the image class label y. We further deﬁne it as:





if hk = 1
[0, 0] if hk = 0
(4.3)
Intuitively, if the k-th visual pattern appears (hk = 1), it should be compatible with
the appearance feature υ(x, hk) and the class label y. Similar to [90], rather than
keeping υ(x, hk) as a high dimensional image feature vector, we deﬁne it based
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on the response value of image x to the k-th visual pattern, which is deﬁned in
Section 4.4.2. We calibrate the response value of each visual pattern classiﬁer using
a sigmoid function, so that the score ranges from 0 to 1. Write fk(x) as the response
value of the k-th visual pattern classiﬁer on x, we deﬁne υ(x, hk) = fk(x) − 0.5.
Furthermore, the occurrence of hk must also be compatible with the class label
y. If the k-th visual pattern appears in fashionable dresses much more frequently,
then themodel parameter corresponding to the y dimension is likely to be positive.
(2) There are dependencies between some pairs of visual patterns. A dress
is more likely to be fashionable or unfashionable, when a certain pair of visual
patterns co-occur. Based on this intuition, we add the second term to characterize
the compatibility between the class label y and visual pattern pairs. We build
an undirected graph G = (V,E) with a tree structure, where each node v ∈ V
represents a visual pattern, and an edge ( j, k) ∈ E means the j-th and the k-th
visual pattern have dependencies. For each visual pattern pair, we count the
co-occurrence frequency in the training data. Then the maximum spanning tree
algorithm [42, 63] is performed to generate edges E in the graph.
For each pair ( j, k) ∈ E, we represent the second term as:
ϕ(hj, hk, y) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
y if hj = 1 and hk = 1
0 otherwise
(4.4)
Intuitively, if a visual pattern pair ( j, k) co-occurs more often in the fashionable
dress images, then it is more compatible with y = 1, and the corresponding model
parameter ω j,k is more likely to be positive.
This model learns a discriminative classiﬁer by ﬁnding hidden rationales: one
dress is fashionable because it has certain fashionable visual patterns and visual
pattern pairs. Hence, it can help identify which visual patterns and visual pattern
pairs make a dress fashionable.
Model Inference and Training
The above section shows how we compute the compatibility score when h is speci-
ﬁed. However, in the inference procedure, h is a latent variable. For an input x, we
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should ﬁnd a class label y∗ and a h∗ which produce the largest conﬁdence score:
< y∗, h∗ >= argmax
(y,h)
fω(x, y, h) (4.5)
Experimentally, we use dynamic programming to solve this inference problem.
Similar to [100, 104], we adopt an EM-like algorithm to learnmodel parameters,
as there are latent variables in the model. We ﬁrst initialize the model parameters,
then the learning algorithmalternates between inferring latent variables andupdat-
ingmodel parameters. Assume there are T training examples: {(xi, yi)|i = 1, 2, ...,T}.
With the inferred latent variable h∗i , it becomes a standard latent structural SVM









s.t. ω ·Φ(xi, yi, h∗i ) −max
(yˆi,hˆi)
ω ·Φ(xi, yˆi, hˆi) ≥ 1 − ξi,
ξi ≥ 0, ∀yˆi  yi (4.6)
Following [5], we adopt the stochastic gradient descent method to learn the model
parameter ω. It picks a training example xi at each iteration, infer its (yˆi, hˆi), and
update themodel parameters in a gradient descent fashion. Interested readersmay
refer to [5] for more detailed introduction.
Model 2: A Model with Conventional Image Classiﬁer
Our current model is built based on the discovered common visual patterns. Some
discriminative information which are suitable for classiﬁcation might be lost when
creating this intermediate representation. Hence we propose a second model to
fully exploit the discrimination power of the original image features. The potential
function is deﬁned as:
ω ·Φ(x, y, h) = ωr φ(x, y) +
∑
k




ω j,k ϕ(hj, hk, y) (4.7)
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Table 4.2: Comparison on the precision, recall ,F1 measure and accuracy scores for
the fashion classiﬁcation task.
Precision Recall F1 Accuracy
SVM 69.62% 39.43% 50.35% 70.67%
Model 1 65.87% 42.05% 51.33% 69.93%
Model 2 77.41% 45.53% 57.34% 74.45%
The newly added term ωr φ(x, y) represents a conventional image linear clas-
siﬁer. A conventional image classiﬁer is trained using the positive and negative
training data oﬀ-line without considering the visual pattern information. Again,
we do not keep φ(x, y) as a high dimensional feature vector. Instead, we deﬁne it
as φ(x, y) = y · ( f (x)−0.5), where f (x) is the “probabilistic” output of a conventional
image classiﬁer. Intuitively, the class label ymust be compatible with the classiﬁca-
tion score f (x). This model can eﬀectively combine a conventional image classiﬁer
and our visual pattern based classiﬁer for more eﬀective classiﬁcation.
4.5 Experiments
The experiments are performed on our collected dress dataset. We discover the
common visual patterns and learn the discriminative latent models on 2,432 train-
ing images (917 positive and 1,515 negative), the remaining 1,217 images (459
positive and 758 negative) are used for testing.
Two original image features (color and SIFT) are extracted and used for basic
visual pattern discovery and conventional image classiﬁer training. For color
features, we encode the RGB value of each pixel with an integer between 0 and 511.
Then we represent each image as a 512 dimensional histogram. SIFT is extracted
densely and quantized into 1000 visual words. Images are then represented as a
“bag-of-words” histogram.
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4.5.1 Classiﬁcation Performance
We ﬁrst evaluate fashion classiﬁcation by comparing the proposed two models
with the traditional SVM model. Table 4.2 shows the precision, recall, F1 measure
and accuracy scores for Model 1, Model 2 and the SVM baseline. Our Model 2
achieves the highest scores on all the four evaluationmeasures. The improvements
of Model 2 are 11%, 15%, 14% and 5% compared to the baseline method. Model 1
also performs competitively with the baseline method, and even outperforms it on
recall and F1 measure.
4.5.2 Qualitative Results of Discovered Fashionable Visual Pat-
terns
Ourmodels can identify fashionable visual pattern by jointly learning the classiﬁer.
As formulated in Eq. 4.3, a learned model parameter ωk contains two dimensions.
The ﬁrst dimension ωk(1) measures how well the k-th visual pattern is compatible
with its appearance feature, and the second dimension ωk(2) measures how well
it is compatible with its class label. Hence we could use ωk to identify which
patterns are more likely to be fashionable. For the k-th visual pattern, we measure
its fashionability Fk as:
Fk =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
ωk(1) ∗ ωk(2) if ωk(1) > 0
NULL if ωk(1) <= 0
(4.8)
where “NULL” means we neglect those patterns which are not compatible with
their appearance features. A large and positive Fk indicates this pattern is fashion-
able and stable. For our Model 1, there are 91 fashionable patterns discovered in 5
parts. In Figure 4.2, we show the top ranked fashionable and unfashionable visual
patterns discovered by Model 1. For each part, the ﬁrst 4 images share the same
fashionable visual pattern, which is labeled in magenta. We ﬁnd the discovered
visual patterns are reasonable and make sense. As shown in the ﬁrst line of ﬁg-
ure 4.2, the discovered fashionable pattern is dominated by a speciﬁc texture. In the
second line (part), images which share the same fashionable pattern have similar
shape information. Such discovered visual patterns can help people understand
what makes a dress fashionable or unfashionable (at this speciﬁc time). They can
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also help designers capture the trend of fashion when creating their own designs.
4.5.3 Fashionable Visual Pattern Centric Dress Retrieval
With discovered fashionable visual patterns and the pattern classiﬁers, we can
perform visual pattern centric dress retrieval, which is expected to be useful for
on-line visual shopping. The application scenario is: customers have a fashionable
dress as the query, and want to ﬁnd similar fashionable dresses. Conventional
approaches extracted raw features from images, and calculate distances between
image features to ﬁnd close ones. However, if the query dress has some unfash-
ionable patterns, they will be used for matching indiscriminately. We argue that
retrieveddresses should only share similar fashionable patterns as the query image,
rather than non-fashionable ones.
In Section 4.4.2, we represent a dress image using a response vector based on
the discovered visual patterns. For this task, we only keep the fashionable visual
patterns and remove the others. Then an image is represented as a shorter response
vector which only contains the corresponding response values for fashionable vi-
sual patterns. The distance between two images is thus computed as the Euclidean
distance between their response vectors. This method well measures how likely
they share the same fashionable visual patterns. For the baseline method, we rep-
resent an image using the extracted original feature vector. Euclidean distance
measure is also used to compute the distance between two images.
Since the task is to retrieve both similar and fashionable dresses, we only have
the ground truth labels for fashion but for similarity. Here we try to estimate
the similarity ground truth using the following strategy. Assume there are N
dress images in the candidate pool, and given one query image, we can rank the
N candidate images based on the similarity between the query image and the
candidate images. Diﬀerent similarity measures would generate diﬀerent ranking
lists. For one candidate image x, its relevance rel(x) to the query image is evaluated
on both fashionability label y and its rank r ∈ {1, 2, ...,N}. If this image is non-
fashionable, then rel(x) = 0; otherwise, rel(x) = 1/r. Using the newly deﬁned
relevance score, we can compute themean average precision (MAP) for evaluation.
In our experiments, we randomly select 100 query images (fashionable ones)
from the test dataset which contains both fashionable and non-fashionable dress
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Table 4.3: Comparison on the mean average precision (MAP) scores of diﬀerent
methods for the task of fashionable dress based image retrieval.
Rel1 Relraw Relpattern
Raw Feature 30.60% 18.40% 15.22%
Visual Pattern 32.81% 16.65% 28.40%
images. All images except the query image in the test dataset are kept in the
candidate pool for retrieval. Three types of relevance scores are deﬁned: rel1 is
deﬁned by forcing rel(k) = 1 for all fashionable candidate images and rel(k) =
0 for all non-fashionable ones, which yields the typical MAP calculation; relraw
is generated by ranking the candidate images using the similarity between raw
features; relpattern is generated by ranking the candidate images using fashionable
visual pattern based similarity. The experimental results are shown in Table 4.3.
Our method performs better than the baseline method for both rel1 and relpattern,
and comparable with the baseline for relraw. In Figure 4.3, two query dresses’ top
retrieval results and the precision recall curves (based on rel1) are presented. We
ﬁnd our method can rank fashionable dresses with the same fashionable visual
patterns on the top.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we target fashion image understanding. A joint model is presented
to identify fashionable visual patterns and learn fashion classiﬁers. The discovered
fashionable patterns could be useful for fashion design and visual shopping. The
proposed model could also be applied to other subjective tasks but with diﬀerent
part partitions, e.g. to judge whether a car or a handbag is attractive or not.
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Figure 4.3: Two examples of fashionable dress based image retrieval. The left image
shows the query image, where some discovered fashionable visual patterns are
labeled in diﬀerent colors. The middle graph compares the precision-recall curves
of the proposed approach (Model 1) and the baseline. Top-8 returned images for
each method are shown at right. Our approach is able to ﬁnd fashionable dresses





As discussed in Chapter 1, the traditional ranking list based image organization
is not satisfying and hence we try to supply better organization using clustering
techniques. Here we present a two-phase framework to organize images by ac-
tively creating visual clusters via crowdsourcing. Besides image organization, our
approach can be naturally extended to discover object categories in a collection of
image segments. The eﬀectiveness of our approach is evaluated on three image
organization tasks and one object discovery task, where the experimental results
show that it is able to generate high quality clusters with low cost.
5.1 Introduction
In the last several decades, we have seen explosive increase of images on the
Internet. How to eﬀectively organize web images to facilitate image searching and
browsing becomes an important and active research issue. One possible strategy
is to cluster images into groups [49, 88], with visually similar images in the same
group. This is especially useful for organizing images returned by commercial
image search engines or images onphoto sharingwebsites such as Flickr. Currently,
they are displayed in a ﬂat structure, and users have to browse one by one. In
contrast, if images are organized into clusters as shown in Figure 5.1, then users
only need to choose to browse the image clusters they are interested in and simply
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Google’s Results
Our Results
Figure 5.1: Our goal is to organize images into visual clusters. The top ﬁgure shows
the ﬁrst page of returned images for the query “apollo” on theGoogle image search,
inwhich, diﬀerent topics including statues, cars, and theApollo program aremixed
together. In the bottom ﬁgure, generated image clusters by our proposed approach
are presented for the same query word.
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ignore the others.
However, image clustering is an extremely diﬃcult problem, due to the com-
plicated visual patterns of images. Traditional unsupervised clustering techniques
usually cannot produce high quality image clusters. In this chapter, we propose
to largely leverage on the power of human computation to create high precision
image clusters. While it is hard for computers to interpret visual information, hu-
mans can eﬀortlessly understand the “gist” of a picture. The ESP game [82] reliably
labels millions of images within a short period by attracting humans to participate
in a game. Designing an attractive game is hard. Here we simply outsource our
tasks on the Amazon Mechanical Turk, where thousands of human workers are
available to perform large scale labeling tasks, at a reasonable monetary cost.
We still cannot aﬀord manually labeling the similarity of each pair of images
to form clusters, even we can access a large number of human workers on the
Internet. And fortunately, we do not have to. Labeled images can tell what
makes images similar, which can be automatically propagated to other unlabeled
images by computers. We develop a two-phase large scale active learning method
to integrate humans and computers to eﬀectively and eﬃciently cluster Internet
images. The ﬁrst phase partitions an image collection into multiple clusters; the
second phase reﬁnes each cluster independently. In both phases, crowds on the
Internet are exploited to provide supervision to learn improved models.
Our method can be naturally extended to discover object categories in image
collections [64, 45, 27], which essentially tries to extract coherent visual clusters from
disordered image segments. We apply our approach to cluster image segments to
discover object categories.
In the experimental section, we evaluate our approach on both Internet image
organization and object discovery tasks. We observe that huge improvement is
gained by having crowds in the loop, and our approach is promising to solve this
problem. We also ﬁnd the expense is aﬀordable since the knowledge from labeled
images can be propagated by computers, and labeling cost of each task on the
Mechanical Turk is low.
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5.2 Related Work
Active Learning through Crowdsourcing: Active learning has been applied to
face annotation [74] and image annotation [79, 80]. Recently, active learning is
integratedwith crowdsourcing in computer vision to tackle a number of interesting
tasks [81, 5]. In [5], deformable part models are learnt in the task of part detection
using active learning. Vijayanarasimhan et al. [81] apply this method to train object
detector for the object detection task. Diﬀerent from these works, we focus on the
task of image clustering using crowdsourcing without given class labels.
Object Discovery: The goal of object discovery is to identify groups of image
segments, which belong to some new object categories. Many unsupervised
approaches[32, 64, 48, 40, 44] have been proposed for this task. Recently, the prop-
agation of information from known categories to unknown categories has been
investigated [45, 27]. Our method of object discovery via crowdsourcing exploits
supervision more directly and is very promising to solve this problem.
5.3 Approach
We aim to integrate computers and a lot of human workers to create high quality
image clusters. We start by introducing the method on the image organization
task. In Section 5.4, we will show how it can be extended to object discovery. As
shown in Figure 5.2, our developed framework contains two phases: a multi-class
clustering phase and a cluster-speciﬁc reﬁnement phase. In the ﬁrst phase, we
partition an image collection into multiple clusters via Aﬃnity Propagation [25].
Distance metrics matter here. We iterate between learning distance metrics and
re-clustering. Distance metrics are learned using informative image triplets which
are actively selected by computers and manually labeled on the Mechanical Turk.
Clusters generated in the ﬁrst phase usually have outliers. Therefore, in the
secondphase, we train a cluster-speciﬁc binary SVMclassiﬁer to reject them. Again,
we actively select data from each cluster for labeling on the Mechanical Turk, and
the resulting labels along with the data are used to update the SVM classiﬁer, in
an iterative fashion. We create a public pool to keep dropped outliers from all
the clusters. We have the option to recycle from this public pool and create new
clusters in it.
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Figure 5.2: The illustration of our proposed framework. The approach contains
two phases: a multi-class clustering phase and a cluster-speciﬁc reﬁnement phase.
In the ﬁrst phase, image collection is partitioned into multiple clusters. Then we
iterate between active metric learning and re-clustering. Labels for metric learning
are obtained via crowdsourcing on the Mechanical Turk. The second phase is also
iterative. For each cluster generated in the ﬁrst phase, we train a cluster-speciﬁc
binary SVM classiﬁer to reject outliers. The training data is actively selected and
labeled through crowdsourcing.
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5.3.1 The Multi-Class Clustering Phase
Given an image collection on the Internet X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} (e.g. images returned
back by the Google image search engine), this phase aims to partition them into
multiple clusters C = {C1,C2, ...,Cm}. We use x to indicate one image or the visual
feature vector of this image. Let Ri be the representative image of the cluster Ci,
which is also called canonical image in this work. Image similarity measurement is
critical in image clustering. We employ theMahalanobis distancemetric tomeasure
similarity between two images x1 and x2 as dW(x1, x2) = (x1 − x2)TW(x1 − x2), where
W is the parameter matrix, and can be learnt from data as shown in [66].
At ﬁrst, we have no training data, so we set W as an Identity Matrix. With
this initialized distance metric, we partition the image collection into multiple
clusters. We use the Aﬃnity Propagation [25], which is a recently developed
clustering algorithm and is able to automatically determine the number of clusters.
Given distance values between pairs of images, it simultaneously considers all data
points as potential exemplars and iteratively exchanges messages between data
points until a high-quality set of exemplars and corresponding clusters emerge. It
automatically discovers the number of clusters in a collection. The initial clustering
results are usually poor, given the naive metric. Therefore, we iteratively perform
active metric learning and re-clustering using the new metric.
Active Data Selection
We cannot label all the data to learn the metric, which is expensive. Instead, we
actively select data, labeling which is expected to improve the distance metric
most, similar to other active learning works [97]. In active learning, examples with
uncertainty are usually considered to be informative and labeling them will most
signiﬁcantly improve the model. We follow the idea of uncertainty sampling [47]
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: MTurk interfaces for labeling. (a) shows the interface to obtain relative
distance constraints at the ﬁrst phase. For a target image, human workers are
asked to label which reference image (cluster canonical image) it is more similar to.
(b) shows the interface to obtain SVM training data at the second phase. Human
workers are asked to label whether the two images are similar to each other.
p(Ci|x) is the probability that image x belongs to cluster Ci. We approximate the
class probability based on the distance between images and cluster centers:
p(Ci|x) = exp(−dW(Ri, x))∑m
j=1 exp(−dW(Rj, x))
(5.2)
In each iteration, the top-k images with the highest uncertainty values are selected
for labeling. Experimentally, we select 5% to 10% images from the whole dataset
in each iteration. When the percentage of labeled images reaches a pre-deﬁned
threshold, we terminate the multi-class clustering phase.
Labeling with Crowdsourcing
For each image with high uncertainty, we ask workers on theMTurk to label which
cluster it should belong to. The MTurk interface is shown in Figure 5.3(a). Such
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labeling results can be used to learn a distance metric to force similar images to be
close in the new metric space. However, we cannot display all the clusters when
querying workers. It is neither concise nor eﬃcient. Instead, we only consider the
top-2 clusters with the highest probability values. Speciﬁcally, for a selected image
x, we ﬁnd the canonical images Ri and Rj of two clusters Ci and Cj with the highest
probability values, and send this triplet to theMTurk for labeling. Humanworkers
are asked to select which one is more similar to x. Workers’ answers not only
specify the cluster membership of x, but also provide powerful relative distance
constrains to learn a newmetric. For instance, if x is labeled to bemore similar toRi,
then we generate a constraint (x,Ri,Rj) which means x is more similar to Ri than to
Rj. In each iteration, a number of such constraints are generated via crowdsourcing
in a short period (200 in one hour). All these constraints are used to update the
distance metric, the details of which will be introduced in the following section.
In practice, we assign each task to 5 unique MTurk workers. The major label from
these 5 workers is used to generate the relative distance constraints. Labeling is
cheap: we pay 0.3 USD to workers, for every 10 tasks.
Distance Metric Learning
We learn a new distance metric with generated relative distance constraints from
the previous stage. This new metric can be generalized to other unlabeled images
and automatically create high quality clusters. Given constraints in the form of
(xi, xj, xk), meaning xi is more similar to xj than to xk, Schultz et al. [66] introduce an









s.t. dW(xi, xk) − dW(xi, xj) ≥ 1 − ξi, j,k,
∀(xi, xj, xk), ξi, j,k ≥ 0, W ≥ 0 (5.3)
To speed up the metric learning procedure, we specify W as a diagonal matrix.
Then the problem becomes estimating the diagonal values w of matrix W.
We learn w using the stochastic gradient descent method (SGD) [4]. In each
iteration, we pick a relative distance constraint (xi, xj, xk) at random, and update w
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along the direction of the negative gradient of the following term:
1
2
||w||2 + C ·max{0, (1 + dW(xi, xj) − dW(xi, xk))} (5.4)
Then w is updated as:
wt = wt−1 − ηt(wt−1 + CσtΔt); (5.5)
where ηt is the step length at the tth step,
σt =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩




Δt = (xi − xj) ∗ (xi − xj) − (xi − xk) ∗ (xi − xk) (5.7)
with ∗ denoting the element-wise product. After learning the new distance metric,
we apply it to calculate the distance value between each pair of images, and use
the Aﬃnity Propagation to re-cluster the images.
5.3.2 The Cluster-Speciﬁc Reﬁnement Phase
Clusters generated from the multi-class clustering phase usually contain outliers.
Hencewe perform cluster speciﬁc reﬁnement in this phase to remove those outliers
iteratively.
Active Binary Classiﬁcation
For the i-th clusterCi, we consider images similar to the canonical imageRi as target
data, and images dissimilar to Ri as outliers. To distinguish between target data
and outliers, we actively train a binary classiﬁer using labeled data from MTurk.
And speciﬁcally, due to its robust performance, we use Support Vector Machines
(SVM) with a χ2 kernel. However, other binary classiﬁcation techniques could
potentially be employed.
Again, we adopt an iterative active learning approach to train this binary classi-
ﬁer, which can reduce the labeling cost meanwhile maintaining good performance.
In the ﬁrst iteration, we only have the canonical image Ri as the target data, which
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is not enough to train an SVM classiﬁer. Since SVM is robust to noise as shown
in [65], we also use some selected unlabeled data as the noisy training data. We se-
lect a number of images, which belong to Ci and are most similar to Ri, as the noisy
target data. To generate the noisy outliers, we rank all the other clusters based on
the cluster center distance dW(Ri,Rj). Then the images in cluster Cj, which has the
largest distance dW(Ri,Rj), are considered as the noisy outliers. By combining both
ground truth training data and the noisy training data, a binary SVM is trained for
the cluster Ci.
With the SVM classiﬁer, images in cluster Ci are classiﬁed and ranked according
to the decision values. Then we select a number of informative images from this
cluster to query workers for labeling. Following [75], images having the smallest
margin are assumed to be informative and are selected. For one selected image x in
cluster Ci, we add the canonical image Ri to form a pairwise query (x,Ri). Workers
are asked to answer whether these two images are similar or not. Figure 5.3(b)
shows the query interface. If the feedback is positive, image x is labeled as target
data; if the feedback is negative, x is labeled as an outlier. Then the ground truth
training set is updated. This process is iterative: after each iteration of feedback,
the classiﬁer is retained with both labeled data and noisy data, and new data is
actively selected and labeled. In addition, whenever a new SVM is retained, the
canonical image of Ci is selected as the one with the largest decision value among
all the target data.
Similarly, we assign each query to 3 unique workers in MTurk, and pay 0.15
USD for every 15 queries. The labeling quality is controlled with the majority
voting as well.
Data Dropping and Recycling
Rejected outliers are kept in a public pool. At each iteration, we also drop those
unlabeled images with small decision values from each cluster to the public pool.
Furthermore, in order to recycle images erroneously dropped at the beginning, or
abandoned by other clusters, we apply the SVM classiﬁer to classify all the images
in this pool, and recycle those images with large decision values. Using such a
dropping and recycling strategy, each cluster can be eﬀectively reﬁned to achieve
high purity. The cluster-speciﬁc reﬁnement phase is terminated based on two
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objective measures: (1)when no image needed to be dropped; (2)the percentage
of labeled images reaches a pre-deﬁned threshold. When at least one of the two
conditions is satisﬁed, the clustering procedure is stopped.
5.3.3 New Clusters Discovery
As clusters generated in the multi-class clustering phase may not reveal all the
existing topics in the image dataset, images, associated with those undiscovered
topics, would be dropped to the public pool. Therefore, we cluster images in the
public pool to generate new clusters after several iterations of cluster-level reﬁne-
ment. This pool-based clustering is performed using the distance metric learnt in
the ﬁnal iteration of the multi-class clustering phase. Then, these discovered new
clusters are iteratively reﬁned in the same way as described in Section 5.3.2.
5.4 Extension to Object Discovery
Our approach described in Section 5.3 can be naturally extended to object discov-
ery [64, 45, 27], which aims to uncover visual patterns that occur repeatedly in an
image collection. In this line of works, images are ﬁrst segmented and multiple
segments are obtained for each image. Then these image segments are grouped
into diﬀerent clusters, with the hope that, segments falling in the same group are
from the same object category. We apply our method to cluster image segments
to discover objects. The only diﬀerence is that we now deal with image segments
rather than images. All the other implementations are the same.
5.5 Experiments
Three experiments are performed to evaluate the proposed approach.
• We ﬁrst organize Flickr images with our method. A popularly used Flickr
dataset with tags are the NUS-WIDE [15]. NUS-WIDE includes more than
26,000 images and the associated tags from Flickr. We select 10 tags, resulting
in 2,500 images to cluster. Using the ground truth label of each image, the
clustering results are evaluated.
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• Ourmethod is also applied to image organization of commercial image search
engine. Twenty textual queries are selected. For each query, we crawl the ﬁrst
40 pages of returned images using the Google image search. Then multiple
clusters are generated and reﬁned using the proposed approach for each
textual query.
• We also perform an object discovery experiment on the MSRC dataset [89],
which contains 21 classes and 591 images. Pixel-level ground truth labels for
all the objects are provided.
5.5.1 Features
Four diﬀerent types of features are extracted to represent images. Color histograms
with 16 bins in each color channel are computed in Lab space. Texture features
are extracted by ﬁltering each image with Gabor wavelets at four scales and six
orientations [55]. PHOG [3] features are extracting at 3 pyramid levels, with 8
bins and orientation range as [0,360]. We also use the “bag-of-words” features.
SIFT [53] is extracted densely and quantized into 1000 visual words. Images are
then represented as a “bag-of-words” histogram. All features are 1-normalized
and concatenated to produce a single histogram, for each image.
5.5.2 NUS-WIDE Clustering
We select 10 tags in NUS-WIDE to perform the Flickr image organization experi-
ment. This results in a dataset with around 2,500 images. The 10 tags are “apple”,
“bride”, “bush”, “ﬂying”, “golf”, “pool”, “safari”, “tanks”, “tiger” and “zebra”.
We run the multi-class clustering phase for 5 iterations, which generates 20 clus-
ters. Cluster-speciﬁc reﬁnement phase is run for 20 iterations, and 35 clusters are
generated, which include 15 new clusters generated by clustering the public pool.
Two diﬀerentmeasures are utilized to evaluate the clustering performance. One









|{x ∈ XCi ∧ t(x) = t}|/|Ci|.
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Table 5.1: Evaluation of clustering results at diﬀerent phases on the NUS-WIDE








WP 0.28 0.33 0.68
MAP 0.49 0.56 0.90
in which, T represents the set of 10 tags, and t(x) indicates the ground truth tag of
image x. The secondmeasure is mean average precision (MAP). For the i-th cluster
Ci, we consider the tag of Ri as the relevant tag. Then the average precision of each
cluster is computed. By averaging over all the clusters, we get the MAP.
Table 5.1 shows the results at diﬀerent clustering phases (WP and MAP are
used respectively). The improvement of the multi-class clustering phase is not
very signiﬁcant compared to the cluster-speciﬁc reﬁnement phase. Cluster-speciﬁc
modeling is more eﬀective because it trains a powerful SVM classiﬁer for each
cluster, which can explicitly exploit the discriminative patterns of each cluster.
To evaluate the gain of training the SVM classiﬁer using the labeled data, at
each iteration, we consider a baseline which simply appends the labeled results to
the existing clustering results (outliers are drooped; target data is kept), without
training the SVM classiﬁer. This baseline is called “OnlyLabels”. We track 10
clusters in the cluster-speciﬁc reﬁnement phase, and compare the MAP scores for
the ﬁrst 14 iterations. The results are plotted in Figure 5.4(a). From the results, we
observe consistent improvements of “SVM” over “OnlyLabels”. It means training
theSVMclassiﬁerusing the labeled images can eﬀectivelypropagate theknowledge
to diﬀerentiate target data and noisy data.
In addition, we also compare the proposed iterative schemewith a non-iterative
one, where informative images are selected for labeling for only once using the
initial SVM classiﬁer at the beginning. The total number of selected images for
both settings are the same. The MAP of the tracked 10 clusters in this non-iterative
scenario is only 0.70, compared to 0.95 of the iterative one. It proves that cluster-
speciﬁc reﬁnement can beneﬁt more from such an iterative data selection and
labeling scheme, as more informative images can be actively selected.
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(a) NUS-WIDE (b) MSRC
Figure 5.4: Comparison between only using human labels (noted as “OnlyLabel”)
and also training the SVM classiﬁer (“SVM”) in the cluster-speciﬁc reﬁnement
phase. In ﬁgure(a), we plot the mean average precision (MAP) scores of 10 gen-
erated clusters in 14 iterations for the NUS-WIDE dataset. In ﬁgure(b), 12 clusters
generated from MSRC dataset, are tracked in 13 iterations, and the MAP scores for
these two methods are presented.
In Figure 5.5, we show the top 4 images of 16 generated clusters. The whole
experiment costs around 100 USD and takes less than 40 hours. The cost of the
multi-class clustering phase is around 40 USD.
5.5.3 Google Image Clustering
In this experiment, we use our method to organize images returned by the Google
image search. Twenty textual queries are selected, including “apple”, “apollo”,
“bikes”, “blackberry”, “blue waﬄe”, “chicago bulls”, “chicken”, “college”, “dollar
bill”, “ﬁshing”, “for rent”, “google”, “hornets”, “hurricane”, “lakers”, “party bus”,
“pregnant”, “table”, “wedding” and “world cup”. For each query, the ﬁrst 40 pages
of returned images are crawled. The labeling on the MTurk costs around 35 USD
for each textual query on average. We conjecture this method is aﬀordable for com-
mercial search engines, such as Google. And a nicer image organization structure
will attract more users, and potentially increase the advertisement revenue, which
can cover the labeling cost.
The clustering results for 3 queries: “apple”, “chicago bulls” and “world cup”
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WP 0.52 0.55 0.75
MAP 0.51 0.71 0.94
Table 5.3: Comparison on the MSRC dataset for object discovery. The number of
clusters in our system is automatically determined as 12. Hence we don’t have
results for “35 clusters”.
Approach 12 clusters 35 clusters
[45] [0.70, 0.71] [0.76, 0.78]
ours 0.75 NA
are presented from Figure 5.6 to Figure 5.8. Besides, the clustering results for query
“apollo” are shown in Figure 5.1. We can observe that visually similar images
are clustered into the same groups. For example, the generated clusters for query
“apple” correspond to fruit, logo, snacks, computer, cellphone and stick ﬁgure,
respectively.
5.5.4 MSRC Object Discovery
We also perform an object discovery experiment on the MSRC dataset. Lee et
al. [45] split the 21 categories into 5 unknown categories and 17 known ones. The
5 unknown categories are “building”, “tree”, “cow”, “sheep” and “bicycle”. To
comparewith [45],weuse the same train and test split andperform image clustering
on the same unknown categories. But we don’t use any known categories as they
do. We use Normalized Cuts [67] to generate multiple segmentations for each
image. By varying the number of segments from 2 to 10, we get 54 segments per
image. For each segment, we assign its majority pixel-level category label to it.
In themulti-class clusteringphase, 12 clusters are generated in 5 iterations. Then
the cluster-speciﬁc reﬁnement phase takes 13 iterations to reﬁne these 12 clusters.
There are no new clusters generated from the public pool. Table 5.2 shows the
results at diﬀerent clustering phases (WP and MAP are used respectively).
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Table 5.3 shows the performance comparison between [45] and our method.
The purity for [45] is from 0.70 to 0.71, when the number of clusters is 12. Our
method outperforms it for the same number of clusters (we don’t have results
for 35 clusters, since the number of clusters is automatically determined in our
method). As shown in [45], the quality of generated clusters is likely to be better
when the number of clusters becomes larger. The proposed method has achieved
competitive results with 12 clusters when compared to the baseline method with
35 clusters. Better performance is very likely to be obtainedwith our methodwhen
the cluster number is increased to 35.
Similar to the NUS-WIDE experiment, we also evaluate the gain of training
SVM in Figure 5.4(b). We track the 12 clusters in the cluster-speciﬁc reﬁnement
phase, and compare theMAPscores generatedby “OnlyLabel” and“SVM”. The top
ranked segments for four discovered topics are shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10.
The whole experiment costs around 50 USD and takes less than 20 hours. The cost
for the multi-class clustering phase is around 20 USD.
5.6 Summary
We have presented a method to build high quality visual clusters via crowdsourc-
ing. It is applied to image organization and object discovery. However, ourmethod
can also be used in many other applications that require image clustering, which
is a fundamental research problem in computer vision.
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Figure 5.5: Clustering results of the NUS-WIDE dataset. The selected NUS-WIDE
dataset contains 10 tags: “apple”, “bride”, “bush”, “ﬂying”, “golf”, “pool”, “sa-
fari”, “tanks”, “tiger” and “zebra”. Here we show 16 generated clusters and for
each cluster, the top-4 images are presented.
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Figure 5.6: Clustering results on Google images for textual query: “apple”. For
each cluster, the top-8 images are presented.
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Figure 5.7: Clustering results onGoogle images for textual queries: “chicago bulls”.
For each cluster, the top-8 images are presented.
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Figure 5.8: Clustering results on Google images for textual queries: “world cup”.
For each cluster, the top-8 images are presented.
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Figure 5.9: Segments discovered in the MSRC dataset. Two topics including “bicy-
cle” and “tree” are shown.
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Figure 5.10: Segments discovered in the MSRC dataset. Two topics including




We have presented three works including generic image annotation, fashion image
understanding and image organization through clustering. In this chapter, we give
a summary of this dissertation. An assessment of these works is ﬁrstly described
along with the limitations and possible future research directions.
6.1 Assessment
In this dissertation, we focus on facilitating image retrieval from the aspects of
image content understanding and organization. For the topic of image content
understanding, we propose a work on automatic image annotation for general
images and another work for a speciﬁc domain: fashion image understanding.
For image organization, we have proposed an active clustering framework with
human in the loop. These three works are summarized respectively as follows.
We present an automatic image annotation work in Chapter 3. The aim of im-
age annotation is to assign keywords or concepts to digital images based on their
semantic meanings. We propose a discriminative embedding learning method to
model the semantic space of the keywords. Diﬀerent from some previous embed-
ding learning based methods, we explicitly explore the visual similarity between
images in order to eﬀectively propagate the label information among neighbors.
Considering the time cost for neighborhood selection, we adopt locality-sensitive
hashing to calculate the approximate neighbors which leads to 9 times acceleration
compared to exact neighborhood computation. Furthermore, we learn themodel in
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a stochastic manner which further speeds up the training. The proposed approach
is compared with a line of nearest neighbor based methods and one embedding
learning based method which obtains current state of the art annotation precision.
We perform the evaluation on 3 public data sets. Our model achieves signiﬁcant
improvement over these methods, especially on the precision score, which shows
that the proposed model has obvious superiority in the task of image annotation.
This work has been published in ICTAI’2012 [12].
In Chapter 4, we consider modeling fashion using computer vision techniques
and speciﬁcallywe target dress fashion. The goal is to study the elements thatmake
a dress fashionable or unfashionable and to train a discriminative classiﬁer to iden-
tify fashionable dressers from unfashionable ones. This is a novel and interesting
research problemwith large research gap in the topic of fashion understanding. To
achieve our goal, we ﬁrst discover a set of common visual patterns that appear in
the dress images without label information by adopting a discriminative clustering
technique. After that, we propose a discriminative model to train fashion classiﬁer
and identify fashionable visual patterns simultaneously, with the assumption that
these two tasks are complementary to each other. The experimental results show
that the proposed joint model can reasonable ﬁnd fashionable visual patterns and
achieve promising accuracy on fashion classiﬁcation work. We also conduct an
image retrieval experiment based on the identiﬁed fashionable visual patterns. It
achieves better results compared with the traditional image retrieval and shows
large potentials in online shopping applications. A part of this work has been
published in ICME’2013 [11].
Our third work, introduced in Chapter 5, is to organize images by clustering
them into coherent groups. Unsupervised image clustering has always been diﬃ-
cult due to the complicated visual patterns of images. While it is hard for computer
to interpret the visual information, human can easily understand the semantic
meaning of an image. Hence in this work we outsource a small ratio of image
labelling tasks to Amazon Mechanical Turk iteratively. The obtained label infor-
mation is then utilized in an active metric learning and discriminative clustering
procedure. We demonstrate the proposed active clustering framework on images
from multiple sources such as Google and Flickr images, and achieve high quality
image clusters with a low cost. We further extend it to object discovery task, the
aim ofwhich is to partition a set of disordered image segments into diﬀerent groups
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or categories. We compare the proposed framework with one popular object dis-
covery model and our method obtains better purity and mean average precision
scores with the same number of clusters generated. This work has been published
in ICTAI’2012 [10].
6.2 Limitations and Future Work
In this section we discuss the limitations and possible future research directions for
the proposed three works.
Generic image annotationAswementioned that the computation of nearest neigh-
borhood could be very ineﬃcient. Though we have adopted the locality sensitive
hashing (LSH) algorithm to obtain approximate neighborhood, eﬃciency is still an
important issue. Moreover, the number of hash functions and hash tables should
be deﬁned before the neighborhood selection and determining the values of which
could be a trade oﬀ between the eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness of the resulted hashing
method. In future we could investigate possible strategies of determining these
parameters for LSH. We might also perform a comparison between LSH and other
fast neighborhood methods such as space partitioning in order to improve the
search speed.
Another future direction might be to improve the visual similarity measure-
ment. Metric learning techniques could be integrated in the proposed model.
Fashion image understanding In this work, a dress image is roughly partitioned
into 5 parts before we perform the common visual pattern discovery, and this
part partition could aﬀect the quality of discovered patterns. Current partition
method is very simple and heuristic as shown in Figure 4.2. Therefore we can
apply part detection techniques in this process and more accurate partition results
should be generated. Furthermore, we are interested to investigate how to perform
relevance feedback for the fashionable visual pattern based retrieval and applying
the proposed framework to other products such as handbags and shoes.
Image organization through clustering During our crowdsourcing experiments
on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), we found that the labelling accuracy diﬀers
and varies over diﬀerent workers or even the same worker but diﬀerent time.
Thoughwehave utilized a softmargin strategy in both distancemetric learning and
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SVM based clustering, low-quality inputs could still aﬀect the quality of clustering
results. Thereforewe could considermodelling the quality of diﬀerentworkers and
improve the overall labelling accuracy. As one labelling task is usually assigned
to multiple workers, we can model the inputs of multiple workers for a set of
labelling tasks in a matrix, and obtain better labelling results usingmatrix recovery
techniques. We can also consider the quality control methods developed in [20, 84]
to ﬁlter the low-quality inputs and maintain a high-quality workforce.
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